Get in Touch
with Great Taste.

SINGLE-SERVE BREWING SYSTEMS

Discover the
TOUCH™ Difference.
Full-bodied coffee, exactly
the way you like it.
When single-serve brewers and coffee pods came
into the market, coffee lovers celebrated, thinking
that they could finally make coffeehouse quality
coffee conveniently at home. Unfortunately,
the bold rich flavor and piping-hot cups simply
weren’t there, so they had to sacrifice taste
for convenience.
Until now. TOUCH completely
re-engineered both the single-serve
brewing technology and the coffee

True freedom of choice.
With the push of a button, you can select up to
8 cup sizes.* You can also choose the brew
strength on most models. But don’t stop there.
If you want a milder cup of coffee, simply select
a larger cup size. And innovative TOUCH
technology brews in significantly less time
than many other brewers
on the market.

Fully compatible
with K-Cup® Pods.

capsules to deliver what consumers

All K-Cup® pods, generic cups,

have craved for so long – coffee shop

Touch XBold™ and XPlus™ Cups

quality at home with the convenience

deliver the exceptional taste that

of a single-serve brewer.

until now was simply not possible
with single-serve brewers.

Touch Essential™ T214B
Touch Choice™ T414S

Touch Plus™ T526S

What makes TOUCH™ different?
Hotter.

Bolder.

Unlike the leading competitor,

In addition to the optimum brew

TOUCH brewers brew at the optimum

temperature, TOUCH Brewers feature an extra

temperature, up to 200°F for extracting

efficient brew cycle that maximizes water-

full-bodied flavor.

coffee contact, resulting in a richer, bolder
taste in every cup.

Faster.
Our patent pending Rapid
Brew Technology starts brewing in under
20 seconds. Plus, TOUCH Brewers heat only
the water needed—on demand—instead of
heating an entire tank of water, making them
as energy efficient and reliable as they are fast.

Better Together!
For the absolute best taste experience, try
TOUCH Brewers with our own LA Coffee™ brand of
single-serve cups, packed with 100% Arabica super
premium coffee in our TOUCH XBold™ Cups.

Touch Coffee & Beverages, LLC is NOT affiliated with Keurig Green Mountain, Inc.
Keurig® and K-Cup® are registered trademarks of Keurig Inc.

Bigger.
Choose cup sizes from 6 oz to
18 oz, or brew an entire carafe*. You can even
brew into a large travel mug without sacrificing
taste. Whatever the size, you’ll enjoy a rich,
bold cup of coffee, every time.
* On selected models

Simple and convenient
brewing delivers a bold
taste every time.
Easy to use, simply choose the
preferred cup size to brew a
bold cup every time.
Choose from 5 cup sizes
to start brewing

Brew strength – BOLD

Brews at approximately
200ºF –optimum for
brewing coffee

Sized to fit
most travel mugs

Hinged tank lid for easy
pour-in refilling

Extra large, removable
90 oz water tank
minimizes re-filling
Up to 30% energy
savings – automatically
powers off when not
in use
Elegant black finish works
with any decor
Patent pending Rapid
Brew Technology –
starts within 20 seconds,
brews a cup in about
1 minute
Removeable and
adjustable drip tray

Compatible with all K-Cup® pods

Product dimension: 9.13”W x 14.06”H x 12.25”D
Box size: 16.54”W x 15.35”H x 11.02”D
Box weight: 12.17 lbs
1-Year Manufacturer’s Limited Warranty on parts and labor

Choice of brew strength
offers personalized brewing
at the touch of a button.
TOUCH Choice™ lets you select both
brew strength and cup size.
Choose from 5 cup sizes –
6, 8, 10, 12 and 14 oz
Brew strength –
MILD, MEDIUM or BOLD

Brews at temperatures
up to 200°F – optimum
forbrewing coffee

Hinged tank lid for easy
pour-in refilling
Extra large, removable
90 oz water tank
minimizes re-filling
Up to 30% energy
savings – automatically
powers off when not in use
Beautiful brushed
silver finish complements
any style

Sized to fit
most travel mugs

Removeable and
adjustable drip tray

Compatible with all K-Cup® pods

Product dimension: 9.13”W x 14.06”H x 12.25”D
Box size: 16.54”W x 15.35”H x 11.02”D
Box weight: 12.17 lbs
1-Year Manufacturer’s Limited Warranty on parts and labor

Patent pending Rapid
Brew Technology –
starts within 20 seconds,
brews a cup in about
1 minute

From a cup to a carafe, more
size choices offer more
convenient brewing.
A choice of 8 serving sizes makes
brewing multiple cups easy.
Choose from 8 brew sizes –
6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16,
18 oz and Carafe

Brew strength – BOLD

Brews at approximately
200ºF –optimum for
brewing coffee

Sized to fit most travel
mugs and TOUCH carafe

Removeable and
adjustable drip tray

Hinged tank lid for easy
pour-in refilling
Extra large, removable
90 oz water tank
minimizes re-filling
Up to 30% energy
savings – automatically
powers off when not
in use
Beautiful brushed
silver finish
complements any style
Patent pending Rapid
Brew Technology –
starts within 20 seconds,
brews a cup in about
1 minute
Refill Jumbo Cup™ and
26 oz Carafe included
to brew up to 4 cups
at a time of your own
favorite coffee.

Compatible with all K-Cup® pods

Product dimension: 9.13”W x 14.06”H x 12.25”D
Box size: 16.34”W x 18.9”H x 10.83”D
Box weight: 12.17 lbs
1-Year Manufacturer’s Limited Warranty on parts and labor

Heavy-duty components and
plumb-ready design suits
commercial applications.
Choose cup size and brew
strength in an easy-to-install
commercial brewer.
Choose from 5 cup sizes –
6, 8, 10, 12 and 14 oz

Up to 30% energy
savings – automatically
powers off when not
in use

Brew strength –
MILD, MEDIUM or BOLD

Beautiful brushed silver
finish complements
any style

Brews at temperatures up
to 200ºF –optimum for
brewing coffee

Plumb-ready water tank
adapted to fit a 1/4”
OD water line

Sized to fit
most travel mugs

Patent pending Rapid
Brew Technology –
starts within 20 seconds,
brews a cup in about
1 minute

Removeable and
adjustable drip tray

Compatible with
all K-Cup® pods

Plumb-ready for easy installation.

Product dimension: 9.13”W x 14.06”H x 12.60”D
Box size: 16.14”W x 16.54”H x 11.02”D
Box weight: 12.30 lbs
1-Year Manufacturer’s Limited Warranty on parts and labor

Choose the perfect TOUCH™ Brewer
for your individual taste.
No matter which model you choose, your TOUCH Brewer will consistently produce rich, bold coffee
shop quality coffee and other hot and cold beverages. Innovative features and accessories are
designed to satisfy individual needs, in both residential and small office environments.
TOUCH
Essential

TOUCH
Choice

TOUCH
Plus

TOUCH
Pro

T214B

T414S

T526S

T714C

Compatible with K-Cup® pods, XBold™ Cups
and XPlus™ Cups

✓

✓

✓

✓

Brews bolder and bigger cup of coffee

✓

✓

✓

✓

Brew Strength: BOLD

✓		 ✓

TOUCH Brewer Features

Brew Strength Options: MILD, MED and BOLD 		
5 Cup Sizes: 6, 8, 10, 12 and 14 oz.

✓

✓		✓
✓		✓

8 Cup Sizes: 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 oz. and Carafe 			

✓

Refill Jumbo Cup™ and Carafe included to brew
your favorite 26 oz. pot of coffee			

✓

Up to 30% energy savings –
automatically powers off when not in use

✓

✓

✓

✓

Rapid brew technology starts
brewing within 20 seconds

✓

✓

✓

✓

Extra large water tank: 90 oz.

✓

✓

✓

Plumb-ready water tank adapted
to fit a 1/4-inch water line
Warranty: 1-Year Mfg. Limited Warranty (Parts & Labor)

✓

			

✓

✓

✓

TOUCH Brewers extract maximum
flavor for the most satisfying taste
in a hot or cold beverage

✓

rich aromas are sealed into each cup, ready
to be fully extracted when you brew in your
single-serve coffee brewing system.

Three distinct roast
profiles appeal to every
type of coffee lover.

Inspired by the passion
and energetic vibe
of the City of Angels.
Our LA Coffee™ brand showcases iconic
landmarks and each flavor captures a bit of
the “LA lifestyle”. It starts by sourcing only
premium 100% Arabica coffee beans. We
then expertly roast and pack them right here
in Los Angeles, in our innovative TOUCH
XBold™ Cups. The fresh-roasted flavor and

Pacific Sunrise™
Lightly roasted to deliver a soothing, slightly
sweet tasting coffee to enjoy anytime of the
day or night.
Beverly Hills™
When it’s time to treat yourself, savor this
medium roast that brews a rich and smooth
cup of coffee.
Sunset Strip™
Capture the energy of LA with this dark
French roast featuring a hint of smoky
flavor to keep you moving.

The Next Generation
of Single-Serve Coffee Pods.
To brew true coffee shop quality coffee at
home, we needed to look at coffee pods as
well. We found there are two serious design
flaws with typical K-Cup® pods.
First, they don’t hold enough coffee to deliver
full-bodied flavor. They’re only filled about
2/3 full to keep their filter from getting
pierced by the bottom output needle.
The second flaw is the straight, smooth cup
shape. Brew water flows quickly through
and out the bottom. The water contacts the
beans for only a very short time, leaving
behind some good flavor in the K-Cup® pod.

The coffee pod reinvented.
TOUCH XTechnologySM solves the flaws
in typical K-Cup® pods. The revolutionary
XBold™ and XPlus™ Cups hold a greater
volume of coffee, and create water flow
dynamics that result in a more thorough
extraction of flavor.
Our proprietary filter is unpierceable, so we
can position it at the bottom of the cup, and
fill it with more coffee – about 30% more
than a typical K-Cup® pod – to deliver more
of the robust, coffee shop quality flavor
coffee lovers crave.
TOUCH XTechnologySM also incorporates our
patent-pending Flavor Grooves, which cause

the hot water to circulate and stay in contact
with the coffee longer. This extracts more of
the rich, robust flavor from the grinds.

Fully compatible.
TOUCH XBold™ Cups are universal, compatible
with any single-serve coffee capsule brewer
including the Keurig® 2.0.

Better together.
The LA Coffee™ brand is packed exclusively in
TOUCH XBold™ Cups. So together, TOUCH
brewing technology paired with the revolutionary
TOUCH XBold™ Cups make a complete
system, producing A Perfect Cup. Every Time.

TOUCH XBold™ Cups - up to 30% More
Coffee. Better Flavor Extraction.
TOUCH XBold™ Cups

Typical K-Cup® Pods

Standard K-Cup® Pod
Size Comparison

30

%
Up to
More Coffee

Coffee Volume

Up to 15 grams.
Up to 30%
more coffee.

About ~11.5 grams.

Filter Medium

Proprietary
unpierceable filter.

Cup Shape

TOUCH XBold™ Cups
More coffee and
more thorough
extraction of coffee
flavors - a difference
you can taste.

Embossed FLAVOR
GROOVES swirl brew
water for better
flavor extraction.

Pierceable
paper filter.

Straight, smooth
design allows
brew water to pass
through quickly,
leaving coffee
flavors behind.

Compatibility

Fully compatible with
ALL single serve
brewing systems
including Keurig®
2.0 brewers.

Some are
limited and not
compatible with
Keurig® 2.0 brewers.

TOUCH XPlus™ Cups pack more ingredients for specialty drinks.
Featuring the same innovative flavor grooves and proprietary filter, TOUCH XPlus™ Cups
are used for much more than coffee. These dual chamber cups, which hold up to 25g of
product, afford a wide variety of excitingly new, instantly prepared beverages such
as lattes, hot chocolates, teas and other flavored beverages.

Touch XBold™ Cup

Touch XPlus™ Cup

Touch Coffee & Beverages, LLC is NOT affiliated with
Keurig Green Mountain, Inc. Keurig® and K-Cup® are registered trademarks of Keurig Inc.
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